
CZ5226 Project Requirements:  

1. Appointed software for pathway map generation: CellDesigner.  

2. Three pathway maps should be generated for each crosstalk pair. For instance, pathway A crosstalks with pathway 

B. Pathway maps should be generated for both pathway A and B respectively. Please search relevant research 

articles and database resources (KEGG, CellSignal, Ambion, BioCarta, etc.) for detailed information of these 

pathways (e.g. molecules involved in these pathways, the reactions between these members, downstream 

biological activities related with the pathway, genes regulated by the pathway, etc.). Refer to the papers provided 

for the crosstalk mechanisms and generate the 3rd map. In this map, both the pathway A and B should be included. 

Highlight the main branches that crosstalk with each other and the mediators that link the two pathways together 

as described in the provided papers. For other parts of the pathway A/B, please use gray scale.  

3. A excel file should be provided for detailed information. In the proteininfo_1 and proteininfo_2 sheets, all the 

biomolecule members of pathway A and B should be involved respectively. For each member, the SwissProt Entry 

Name and AC number, protein name, gene name, Entrez Gene ID, protein function, amino acid sequence should 

be provided. See the example attached. In the reaction_1 and reaction_2 sheet, all the reactions among all the 

pathway members should be specified. For each reaction, please provide the supporting sentences derived from 

relevant research papers and the PMID of these papers. In the reaction_crosstalk sheet, describe the crosstalk 

mechanisms and corresponding reactions. The supporting sentences and reference PMID should also be include.  

4. On completion of the works mentioned above, a report describing your work should also be prepared (Times, 12 pt, 

1.5 spacing, no more than 6 pages). In your report, the summary of your studying pathways (functions of these 

pathways, related biological processes and diseases, etc.) should be involved. Alto try to explore the usefulness of 

the pathway crosstalk (explain mechanisms of diseases, multi-targeting drugs and drug combinations, etc.). 

5. Please submit all the SBML files for the pathway maps (3 files for each crosstalk pair), one EXCEL file for the 

detailed information, and one DOC file for the written report to Liu Xin via email (liuxin@nus.edu.sg) by 20 

April 2009. 


